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LGC 

BLOOMING & GROOMING 

NEWSLETTER 

                                  DECEMBER 2020 

 

Garden Club Calendar 

Newsletter 

Members will be receiving our B&G Newsletter on or before the second Friday of each 
month.  (Hint: If you print your newsletter, save paper by printing on both sides.) 

Zoom Meetings* 

Friday, December 11, 2020.  10 a.m.   “Christmas Wreaths and Center Pieces Using Natural 
Elements” Presented by Addie Bier, owner of Verbena Floral Design at 1601 W 38th St. 
Austin, TX.   Addie has been serving the Austin area for many years, and has a 5 star rating!  

Friday, January 8, 2021. 10 a.m. “Japanese Gardens” Presented by our Garden Club 
member Phyllis Miller.  How special to have a presentation by our own GC member! 

*Normally the second Friday of each month - our regularly scheduled meeting date and   
10 am time.  Be sure to download Zoom:  https://Zoom.us    The Zoom log-on will remain 
the same each month, and will be sent to members as a reminder prior to our meeting.  

 

Gardener Greetings   

Christmas is approaching, and the big questions are:  With the pandemic upon us, should 
we limit our decorating/baking or just go for it as usual?  Since we can’t entertain, 
maybe we won’t open all those storage boxes.  It is a lot of work….and then the clean-
up!  Do I really need to make all those cookies or the red/green popcorn balls mother 
used to make?  And what about the lights outside?  We always seem to blow fuses.  
All was discussed at our home, and I knew our answer when my husband said “Well, 
maybe we can hire someone to help us.”  Tradition is tradition – and we both want to 
capture the beauty of the season regardless of all the social changes forced upon us.  
We love to visually enjoy all the décor…some that we have kept from childhood.  So, the 
decision is made, and we will be busy.  We won’t allow the pandemic to steal our joy! 
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Do join us for our 12/11/20 Zoom program on decorating naturally. You might be 
encouraged to try something new and different this season.  I hear Addie is terrific! 

In this newsletter, our Garden Gems are Christmas trees and Christmas plants.  
Because of all the pictures and detail, some newsletter categories were eliminated this 
month.  It was fun and interesting to investigate the various information and 
photographs of all, and also difficult to eliminate any!  For so many years, we always 
purchased a fresh tree.  It was the project of the day to select a tree, prepare it for 
the trip home, place it securely in a stand, and then provide it with water. The last 
job of the day was to clean-up the pine needles that had fallen off.  The next day 
involved the decorating.  But, it was tradition, and we loved it.  I lived in Minneapolis 
for a while, and I will never forget selecting a tree with the weather about zero 
degrees!  Normally, I spent time inspecting a big lot of available trees.  That year, I 
never selected a tree so fast in my life.  Now we have an artificial tree and although 
somewhat easier, I miss the old tradition.  Someday, we may go to a mini live tree! 
 

Christmas Blessings, 

Cheryl May, Chair   

 

 

 Gardening Gems                                                                   

Favorite Christmas Décor 
 

Gardeners know that we can visit many stores buying little trinkets to add to our home or hang on our 
artificial trees, but there is nothing more special than the beauty of a living tree or plant gracing our home 
with the smell of pine and scented (colorful) flowers.  We don’t have to dust or polish our living décor, 
we just have to remember to provide a little water and TLC. 
 
So as we prepare for Christmas, let us reflect on nature’s gifts to us that we enjoy buying, giving and 
receiving during the holiday season.  This year you may wish to add or change your repertoire.   
 
Note:  As a word of caution, although beautiful, some of these plants are poisonous to humans and 
pets if ingested.  Those considered poisonous are designated in this article.  Check the website at the 
end of this article to learn more details about the poisonous effects of each plant. 
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Christmas Trees 
 

     
History 

O Tannenbaum, O Tannenbaum! Who doesn’t love listening to this special German song associated with 
the trees we decorate at Christmas? The Christmas tree is considered one of the most iconic Christmas 
plants. Christmas trees originated in Germany almost five centuries ago. It became a custom to decorate 
Christmas trees in a public place with fruits and sweets. Germans and Scandinavians also placed 
evergreen trees inside their homes or just outside their doors to show their hope that spring would soon 
come. 

References to Christmas trees in private homes or establishments in North America date back to 
the late 18th century and early 19th century. There are references to pine trees in North Carolina 
in 1786. In 1805, a school for American Indians run by Moravian missionaries sent students “to 
fetch a small green tree for Christmas.” Similar examples appear in print in the first half of the 
19th century in the Midwest and further West, such as the German immigrants in Texas who 
decorated trees with moss, cotton, pecans, red pepper swags and popcorn. 
 
But the image of a decorated Christmas tree with presents underneath has a very specific origin: 
An engraving of Queen Victoria, Prince Albert and their children gathering around a Christmas 
tree - eyeing the presents underneath. In 1948, this engraving was published in the Illustrated 
London News. A couple of years later, the premier women’s magazine in America, Godey’s Lady’s 
Book, reprinted a version of the image as “The Christmas Tree.” 
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Illustrations of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert with their children gathered around their 

Christmas tree helped popularize this tradition in the U.S. 
 
This single image cemented the Christmas tree in the popular consciousness, so much so that by 
1861, the year of Albert’s death, it was firmly believed that this German prince had transplanted 
the custom to England with him when he married.  

In our era, some people enjoy purchasing small potted trees that can be transplanted into the yard after 
the Christmas season.  Other folks relish traveling to a tree farm to personally select the tree they wish 
to take home.  You may find potted or cut evergreens at local nurseries or even search the internet if you 
have a specific tree in mind.  Times have changed! 

CARE  

Don’t make the mistake of purchasing a tree that won’t fit into your designated space.  Before buying, be 
sure to check for insects and pests as well as any damage.  Don’t buy a tree that is not flexible and is 
shedding needles.  The evergreen should have a nice green color and smell fresh.  Before putting your 
cut Christmas tree in water, saw off about 1/4 inch from the trunk. Secure the tree in a stand that fits 
(don't whittle the sides to force it). Position the fir away from heat sources, fill with water, and keep it 
filled. A cut Christmas tree will drink a lot in the first week. Most experts agree all the tree needs is water. 

PRESERVE 

A cut Christmas tree generally stays fresh for a month if you give it proper care. After three or four weeks, 
when the needles become dry and brittle, locate a site that recycles Christmas trees.  If you select a 
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potted Christmas tree, you will only want to display it for approximately a week before transitioning it to 
the garage to help it acclimate to the colder climate, then into a well- watered hole outside. 

 
WEBSITES: 
 
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Live+Christmas+Trees&qpvt=Live+Christmas+Trees&form=
EQNASM&first=1&scenario=ImageBasicHover 
 
https://www.williams-sonoma.com/products/mini-christmas-tree 
 
https://www.countryliving.com/gardening/g28901123/potted-christmas-tree/ 
 
 

 
 

 
Holly                        
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HISTORY                 (Considered Poisonous) 
 
Holly has been a part of the holiday season since it became part of the classic Christmas carol “Deck the 
Halls” nearly 150 years ago, but holly and berries have been a favorite to brighten the desolate winter 
since ancient times. The holly shrubs that we all know as traditional Christmas plants have pointed leaves, 
red berries, and small white blooms. Holly is a beautiful and enduring symbol of the season. There are 
certain traditions of the holiday season that we just can't do without. The lovely, lasting holly is one of 
them.  Holly’s glossy evergreen leaves stay vibrant throughout the season. 
 
What does Holly stand for at Christmas?  The shiny red berries stand for the blood of Christ. It is believed 
that holly is the basis for the colors of red and green during the Christmas season when Christians 
celebrate the birth of Christ. According to the Flower Essence Society, holly became known as "Christ 
Thorn" in Europe and "Christdorn" in Germany. The link between Christmas and holly can be traced to 

Roman times, when it was the sacred plant of Saturn. In honor of their god of agriculture, the Romans 
would send boughs of holly to friends to mark the Saturnalia Festival, celebrated between December 17th 
and 23rd (the darkest time of the year), as well as decorating their homes with garlands of evergreen 
flowers. 
 
Holly plants are a diverse lot, American holly being just one of many types. Ilex is among the few plants that 
can grow in all USDA plant hardiness zones (or in all 50 U.S. states). Holly trees and shrubs are 
sometimes deciduous, but more often evergreen. The plants come in many shapes and sizes, ranging from 
spreading dwarf shrubs 6 inches in height to trees 70 feet tall. Their shapes vary from rounded to columnar 
to pyramid-shaped. 
 
CARE 
 
Place your Merry Christmas Holly plant in a well-lit area.  Water thoroughly and allow to dry before 
watering again, but do so before wilting.  Do not overwater.  To water from below, fill up a bowl with 
water, and allow the plant to absorb the water through the holes in the bottom of the pot.  Keep the 
plant away from excessive heat and freezing cold. 
 
PRESERVE 
 
Your low-maintenance Merry Christmas Holly needs no fertilizer or pest control, won’t need repotting, 
and can be composted at the end of the holiday season. 
 
WEBSITES 
  
www.thespruce.com/christmas-holly-history-2131214 

 
https://www.merrychristmasholly.com/page/Plant-Care 
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Phalaenopsis Orchid 
 

          

HISTORY 

These delicate-looking plants are not as fragile as they appear, and will bloom for months with little care 
- maybe even into the spring. 

CARE  

Give them bright, indirect light. They generally prefer it on the cooler side indoors. Avoid sudden 
temperature changes, which causes buds to drop. Water once a week until water comes out the bottom 
of the pot. They are usually planted in a soil-less planting medium. 

PRESERVE 

This plant can be enjoyed during all seasons.   Keep in an east or west window. Feed with a specific orchid 
fertilizer. Water regularly, but in late summer, let the leaves dry out or wrinkle a bit to trigger the plant 
setting new buds. Once you see a new stem, start watering again, but stop fertilizing. 

WEBSITE 
 
https://www.thespruce.com/phalaenopsis-orchids-definition-1902866 
 
https://www.wikihow.com/Care-for-Phalenopsis-Orchids-(Moth-Orchids) 
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Poinsettia           
 

          
 

     
 
HISTORY           (Mildly Poisonous.  Avoid eye contact)                     

Poinsettias are a classic Christmas plant. Poinsettia breeders will tell you to select a plant that has little 
yellow flowers, called cyathia, in the center of the colored leaves. If you chose a plant that's shedding 
pollen or the yellow flowers have dropped off, it probably won’t last through the season. 

CARE  

When transporting your poinsettia, be sure to cover your plant if it will be exposed to cold temperatures. 
Poinsettia plants should be watered thoroughly, taking care not to drown them by ensuring adequate 
drainage is available. Likewise, avoid letting them sit in water-filled saucers which can lead to root rot. 
Most poinsettias are grown as indoor potted plants, although you can set them outdoors during the day 
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in areas where the temperatures remain warm enough in winter. With proper care, a poinsettia grows as 
a perennial and can bloom each winter. 
 
While poinsettias are in a group of toxic plants, they are only mildly poisonous to humans and animals. 
The white sap in the plant can cause skin or digestive irritation, but it would have to be consumed in huge 
quantities to be deadly. 

PRESERVE 

To promote flowering next year, place in a bright window after the holidays. After April 1, remove the 
colored leaves (called bracts). Shape as needed by pinching tips until early August. Feed every two weeks 
with a standard fertilizer. Starting about October 1, your poinsettia needs at least 14 hours of 
uninterrupted darkness each night at temperatures between 60 and 70F. Stray light of any kind (street 
lights, pool lights or lamps) could delay or entirely halt the reflowering process - from October 1st to 
December 1st. 

 WEBSITES 

https://www.wikihow.com/Keep-Poinsettias-Growing-To-Next-Christmas 

https://www.thespruce.com/poinsettias-keepers-or-compost-1403587 

 
 
 
 
 
Christmas Cactus 
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HISTORY 

The Christmas cactus gets its name from its tendency to bloom right around the holiday. It is a part of the 
holiday cacti family, alongside the Thanksgiving cactus and Easter cactus (you can probably guess when 
these plants bloom). These are one of the hardier holiday plants and can last for many years.   

Despite the name, these aren’t the sun-loving, drought-tolerant cacti you expect.  Native to the 
mountains of Brazil, these holiday cacti root themselves in the organic debris that accumulates in the 
crevices of tree branches.  

CARE  

Christmas cactus prefers a bright window most of the time—but not in summer, when the more intense 
sunlight can burn foliage. At that time, simply move it away from the window. They are used to moisture 
and humidity—but also rapid drainage. Bad drainage or too much moisture can result in stem rot. They 
are a succulent and the pads get soft and mushy if you overwater. If your home lacks humidity, set your 
Christmas cactus on a tray of pebbles filled with water. The pebbles will keep the planter from sitting in 
the water. 

Flower buds that drop before opening may be caused by warm temperatures or overly dry soil. Low 
humidity or a sudden change in temperature or light can also cause flower buds to drop.  Check pot every 
seven to 10 days. 

Christmas cactus blooms according to a set schedule—generally, when the amount of daylight is between 
8 and 10 hours a day for a period of 6 weeks. Streetlights and indoor lighting can interfere with this short-
day/long-night preference, so to get your Christmas cactus to bloom on schedule, you may need to cover 
it at night or keep it in an unused room where indoor lights aren’t turned on regularly. Temperature is 
also important for flowering, as nighttime temperatures should be kept below 68 degrees F. 
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PRESERVE 

Your Christmas cactus is a keeper! To get flowers to set next year, take the plant outdoors for about three 
weeks in late summer to early fall, bringing it indoors if  temperatures are to drop into the mid-40s. They 
prefer to be pot-bound, so no need to repot for years. Fertilize monthly between April to October. 

WEBSITES 

www.wikihow.com/Care-for-a-Christmas-Cactus 

https://www.almanac.com/plant/christmas-cactus 

https://www.bhg.com/gardening/plant-dictionary/houseplant/christmas-cactus/ 

 
Cyclamen   
 

   
 
 
 
 HISTORY                            (Poisonous to Pets) 

This petite plant originates from Europe and the Mediterranean area. It is a tuberous perennial with 
sweet scented blooms.  The blooms are often delightful shades of red that match the rest of your holiday 
décor. The blooms can also be pink, purple and white; and their leaves are heart shaped green with silver 
marbling. Cyclamen prefer temperatures in the 40-50 degrees Fahrenheit at night and between 60-70 
degrees F during the day.  High humidity is crucial during the winter months.  These cool-season plants 
tolerate lower temperatures which is why they are a popular houseplant in the winter months. They can 
bloom for more than eight weeks with the right conditions. 
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CARE  

Place in medium diffused, not super-bright, light. Avoid warm drafts to prolong flowering, and deadhead 
spent flowers and yellow leaves by pulling off the entire stem near the foliage line. Water from the base, 
not from the top, by setting it in a saucer of water and letting it absorb for 15 to 20 minutes, then remove 
the plant. Avoid splashing water on the leaves. 

PRESERVE 

Toss! It's tough to get cyclamen to re-bloom. 

WEBSITES 
 
https://www.thespruce.com/how-to-care-for-cyclamen-1402644 
 
http://www.floridagardener.com/pom/ChristmasCyclamen.htm 

 
 
 
 
 
Rosemary Tree (Herb) 
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HISTORY 

Rosemary may be used as a festive ornamental Christmas tree during the holiday season. This plant often 
is sheared into a topiary or pyramidal shape to mimic a Christmas tree.  Rosemary responds beautifully 
to pruning. It is predominantly disease and pest resistant. This herb is aromatic and a culinary treasure. 
Its fresh piney scent is invigorating in the middle of a dreary winter, and is a savory addition to stews and 
roasts.  The stems may be used in festive holiday drinks, and can also add a special touch when gift 
wrapping (see illustrations). 

CARE  

Keeping a rosemary tree for Christmas is extremely simple. Continue with the pruning schedule and mist 
the herb after pruning. Place in bright light in a south or west-facing window. The more light the better 
or it tends to drop leaves. Keep the soil evenly moist by checking the pot every few days.  The number 
one most common mistake with rosemary is under watering. These plants are Mediterranean, but they 
don't like to dry out completely. 
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PRESERVE 

Keep! Move it outside as soon as your area is frost-free. Fertilize every few months with a slow-release 
pellet-type product, and let it grow naturally. You don't need to maintain the topiary or pyramidal shape 
unless you prefer it. 

WEBSITES 
 
www.thespruce.com/keep-rosemary-christmas-tree-alive-1761908 
 
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Rosemary+Christmas+Tree+with+Lights&form=IRIBIP&first=1&scenario
=ImageBasicHover 
 

 
 
 
 
Paperwhites 
 

        
 
HISTORY 

This is a delightful plant that stems from the Mediterranean. It is a close relative of the daffodil, and it is 
also a plant that creates bell-shaped blooms that are extremely fragrant and perfect for your home during 
the holiday season. The stalks of this houseplant are typically about a foot to a foot and a half in height, 
and the blooms are star-shaped delicacies that are pure white in color. The blooms can be yellow or 
orange, but these varieties are often more rare. Paperwhites often come in kits or loose bulbs with a 
planting medium. Pot them up and enjoy the fragrant blooms in two to three weeks. Some say they smell 
nearly as good as the ginger bread cookies in your oven! 
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CARE  

Keep them in a cool but sunny location. Locations that are too warm cause leggy growth. As soon as the 
flowers emerge, tie the stems to a decorative stake to prevent them from toppling over. Water regularly 
so that the soil stays evenly moist. 

PRESERVE 

Toss! They're inexpensive enough to buy again next year, and they are tropical, so they can't be replanted 
outdoors. 

WEBSITES 

www.hobbyfarms.com/force-paperwhites-to-bloom-for-christmas/ 

https://www.thespruce.com/how-to-force-paperwhite-narcissus-indoors-1402282 

https://www.brecksgifts.com 

https://www.whiteflowerfarm.com/index.php?page=seek&id%5Bm%5D=pattern&id%5Bq%5D=Paperwhites 

 
 
Amaryllis    
 

        
 
 
HISTORY                       (Bulbs Poisonous) 

These exotic-looking flowers bloom about four to six weeks after you plant the bulb. Some varieties send 
up the flower first before the foliage. It is the perfect winter plant.  The good news – it will keep blooming 
even after you take off for your winter vacation! 
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CARE  

Place in bright light, not hidden away on the coffee table where low light levels may cause it to grow 
floppy and topple. Turn the pot every few days to help the plant grow upright. Keep the soil evenly moist, 
but don't drown it. 

PRESERVE 

Keep! Once the flowers fade, cut the stalk, but keep the leaves to help replenish the nutrients in the bulb. 
Move outside in a shaded area when the danger of frost is past. In late summer or early fall, let the plant 
go dormant. Place in the garage or similar environment. Cut off the yellowed leaves, and ignore it (no 
water) until November when you begin watering and start the growing cycle again. 

 

WEBSITES 

https://www.almanac.com/news/gardening/gardening-advice/amaryllis-how-grow-amaryllis-bulbs 

https://www.jacksonandperkins.com/waxed-amaryllis/p/v2450/ 

https://www.brecksgifts.com/christmas/amaryllis 

www.southernliving.com/garden/grumpy-gardener/amaryllis-after 

 
Norfolk Pine 
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HISTORY 
 

This long-lasting plant is native to the South Pacific, so it cannot be planted outdoors in most of the 
country.  With soft, Christmassy, fringed needles, it looks like a prop straight out of a Hallmark movie.  In 
the wild on Norfolk Island (between Australia and New Zealand), it can grow to 200 feet! 

CARE  

Keep it medium-bright light such as an east or west-facing window. It needs about six to eight hours of 
light per day. Light conditions that are too low may cause lower branches to drop. Water when dry to the 
touch, but don't let it dry out too much or you'll get loads of brown needles. 

PRESERVE 

Keep! Every two years, refresh the planting medium by topdressing with new soil. It prefers to be pot-
bound. You can take it outdoors in late spring if you like, but keep it shaded. Bring inside before temps 
drop lower than 40 degrees. Fertilize every 6 to 8 weeks with a standard fertilizer. Toss when it gets too 
leggy because it won't re-grow lower branches that are lost. 

 
WEBSITES 
https://www.familyhandyman.com/article/does-a-potted-norfolk-island-pine-make-a-good-christmas-tree/ 
 
https://www.bigblogofgardening.com/potted-norfolk-pine-christmas-tree/ 
 
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/houseplants/norfolk-pine/norfolk-island-pine-care.htm 
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Frosty Fern 
 

    
 
HISTORY 

These adorable tiny fern-like plants tinged with white are a newcomer to the holiday lineup. They are 
increasingly available at high-end grocers and nurseries. Keep them on your dining room table or desk. 
Just the sight of them might inspire some special Christmas card messages! 

CARE  

Place in low to medium light. They prefer consistent humidity, so they do well in terrariums. Keep the soil 
slightly moist. Use room temperature - not cold water. Water from below by placing in a saucer of water, 
letting it absorb for 15 minutes, then remove the plant. 

PRESERVE 

Keep, if you are lucky. The plant is on the finicky side and often dies long before you get tired of it. So 
enjoy its delicate form as long as you can. 

WEBSITES 

https://laidbackgardener.blog/2016/12/14/frosted-fern-a-christmas-mystery-plant/ 

https://www.lovememini.com/post/how-to-take-care-of-your-mini-frosty-fern 
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Mistletoe   
 

         
 

   
 

 
HISTORY                        (Considered Poisonous) 
 

 “I saw Santa kissing Mrs. Claus, Underneath the Mistletoe.” The rules: If a young lady is caught 
standing under the mistletoe, she can’t refuse to be kissed whether it be on the cheek or on the lips. It 
signifies deep romance, or lasting friendship and good will.  Mistletoe kissing is a fun tradition!  
 

Mistletoe was long regarded as both a sexual symbol and the "soul" of the oak. It was gathered at both 
mid-summer and winter solstices, and the custom of using mistletoe to decorate houses at Christmas is 
a survival of the Druid and other pre-Christian traditions. The Greeks also thought that it had mystical 
powers. 
 

Mistletoe became associated with Christmas from the tradition of hanging mistletoe in one’s home 
to bring good luck and peace to those within the house. The mistletoe would be hung around the New 
Year and the previous year’s mistletoe would be taken down - its powers apparently tapped.  

How did kissing under the mistletoe become associated with Christmas?  Its earliest mention is believed 
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to come from the work of Charles Dickens and Washington Irving in Victorian England. During that 
time, people decorated their homes with kissing balls made from trimmed evergreen, ribbon ornaments 
and yes, mistletoe. 

 

CARE 
 

Mistletoe is especially interesting botanically because it is a partial parasite. As a parasitic plant, it grows 
on the branches or trunk of a tree and actually sends out roots that penetrate into the tree and take up 
nutrients. But mistletoe is also capable for growing on its own; like other plants it can produce its own 
food by photosynthesis.  

Mistletoe is not a plant to be cultured.  Just enjoy the fun of a Christmas kiss! 
 

PRESERVE 
 

Best to buy fresh each year. 
 
WEBSITES 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mistletoe 

https://www.theholidayspot.com/christmas/history/mistletoe.htm 

 

Toxic Holiday Plants and the Risk to Children and Pets 

Some popular holiday plants can be poisonous or toxic, especially to children and pets. Here's a look at 
some of the most common poisonous holiday plants along with some reassurance about plants many 
people think are poisonous that really aren't that dangerous. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/poisonous-holiday-plants-609292 

Gem Article Reference: 

Country Living.  Author Arricca Sansone.  See website below. 

https://www.countryliving.com/gardening/g3869/christmas-plants/ 

 

December Gardening  

Your “To Do” List from the website of the Texas A&M Agri Life Extension Education in 
Travis County.    December gardening checklist for Austin and central Texas.   

https://travis-tx.tamu.edu/about-2/horticulture/monthly-gardening-calendar-for-austin-
area/december-gardening-checklist-for-austin-and-central-texas/ 
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Gardener Message to our GC Members & WCGL  

Wishing you Happy Holidays plus Good Health & Cheer from your GC Board:          

Cheryl, Jayne, Mary M, Kathleen, Yvonne, Mary L, Robin, Liz, Susan, and Sue                 
   

Garden (Pine –Needle) Cookies?                                 Mary LaBoube                                                                       

 https://avirtualvegan.com/pine-needle-shortbread-cookies/  

                                                     
OK – Be the first to try these cookies, and 
let us know if they are “naughty or nice.” 

 

Local Garden Resources 

Verbena Floral Design. 1601 W 38th St. Austin, TX.   Addie Bier, owner, has been serving 
the Austin area for many years, and has a 5 star rating!  Support our speakers! 
https://www.verbenafloral.com/ 
 
Garden Movies                                                                             Vickie Paluska 

I would like to recommend a movie that I saw on Netflix, and I see that our very own library 
also has it: This Beautiful Fantastic.  Very sweet romantic story that involves gardening as 
a major part of the plot. 

Thank you Vickie for the recommendation. 
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Garden Humor 
 

 
The Grinch 2020 Tree Decorating Ideas? 
Maybe just hang an assortment of masks! 

 

Gifts for Gardeners 

Jigsaw Puzzles   

 
White Mountain Puzzles Forest Lake - 1000 Piece Jigsaw Puzzle 
$39.61  Amazon Prime 

 
Galison Michael Storrings Japanese Tea Garden Puzzle, 300 Pieces  
 $12.99 Prime “Amazon’s Choice”   
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EuroGraphics. EURHR Garden Tools 1000 Piece Puzzle  
$16.99   Prime “Amazon’s Choice” 4 ½ Stars 
 

 
EuroGraphics Butchart Gardens - Sunken Garden Jigsaw Puzzle (1000-Piece) 
$18.31  Prime  “Amazon’s Choice”  4 Stars 

DVD’s 
Garden of Eden DVD. Romantic Piano Music with Stunning Natural Scenery from Around the World with 
Special Composed Music from Italian Piano and Church Organ Player Gabrielle Tosi.  Amazon.  $19.99 
Prime “Amazon Choice” 4 ½ Stars 

The Great Courses – DVDs (Streaming Cheaper) 
 
Introduction to Botany    $69.95 Sale 24 Lectures.  Avg. 31 minutes each. 
 
https://www.thegreatcourses.com/courses/plant-science-an-introduction-to-
botany.html?listid=3&pfm=UpsellSlider&pos=2&recloc=pdp 

 

How to Grow Trees & Shrubs.  $29.95   Sale 12 Lectures.  30 minutes each. 
 
https://www.thegreatcourses.com/courses/how-to-grow-anything-make-your-trees-and-shrubs-
thrive.html?listid=3&pfm=UpsellSlider&pos=4&recloc=pdp 
 

How to Grow Anything: Food Gardening for Everyone   $34.95 12 Lectures.  30 minutes each. 
 
https://www.thegreatcourses.com/courses/how-to-grow-anything-food-gardening-for-
everyone.html?listid=3&pfm=UpsellSlider&pos=1&recloc=pdp 
 
The Science of Gardening.  $269.95.  24 Lectures Avg. 30 minutes each. 
https://www.thegreatcourses.com/courses/better-living/the-science-of-gardening.html 
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My Glorious Internal Garden                                                      Sue Pfeffer        

To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow…..   

 

   

 

 

Garden Club Chairs 

Chairperson:  Cheryl May CAMaySFA@aol.com 

Treasurer:  Jayne Meythaler Jayne.Meythaler@gmail.com 

Programs: 

Co-Chair:  Mary Mikhail mymik04@yahoo.com 

Co-Chair:  Kathleen Christensen kchriste44@icloud.com 

Secretary:  Yvonne Dunkin   ydunkin@earthlink.net 

Hospitality: 

Co-Chair: Mary LaBoube tomandmaryLaboube@gmail.com 

Co-Chair:  Robin Smith torobinsmith@austin.rr.com 

Communication:  Liz Mason   MasonDennis78@gmail.com 

Name Tags & Historian:  Susan Rick srick2011@gmail.com 

Parliamentarian:  Sue Pfeffer suepfeff@hotmail.com 

 


